
EMX Alpha / Beta / Delta / Gamma / Omega Ranges
WARNING READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USE

INFLATABLE INSTRUCTIONS

Recommended procedure below. For safety reasons it is recommended that 2 persons set up any marquee. 
Ensure area is free from any sharp objects & overhead objects.

SETUP - INFLATION

Remove Inflatable Marquee from 
Protective Cover.

Lay the Inflatable Marquee out flat.Roll out the marquee.
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During the inflation process raise legs 
into the center until all legs are upright.

Ensure all legs are lined up and roof 
is centered. Check frame is firm.

Connect the pump to selected Inflation 
Valve and begin inflation.
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Each leg on the marquee has a valve. Select 
valve to attach pump, screw inflatation value 
closed and leave cap off.
On all other valves screw tight and fix cap. 

Marquee Accessories* 
Layout your Walls and Awnings and 
confirm positioning. 

Attach the accessories using zips.
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Fix Steel Pins and Guide Ropes or 
attach Sandbags.

Over pressure relief valve system, 
DO NOT TOUCH.

IMPORTANT NOTES:

Check the wind and weather 
conditions before commencing 
construction. 

Ensure you have the correct ground 
fixings for your application.  

When the marquee is in use, do not 
leave your marquee unattended.
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ACCESSORIES

Recommended procedure below. For safety reasons it is recommended that 2 persons set up any marquee. 
Ensure area is free from any sharp objects & overhead objects.

BACK DOWN - DEFLATION

Fold Marquee up neatly laying the Roof 
and Legs on top of each other.
Roll Marquee up.

Pack the dry and clean Inflatable 
Marquee into Protective Cover.

Ensure area is clear of persons. 
Ensure area is dry and clean.
Unscrew all valves to deflate Marquee.

Remove Steel Pins and Guide Ropes or 
detach Sandbags.

Remove all air from the tubes.

Pins Repair KitSandbags Pump

Hammer / MalletGenerator Extension Lead
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INCLUDED ITEMS:

NOT INCLUDED

IMPORTANT NOTES:

Ensure Roof and Walls Fabrics are 
completely dry before packing down 
and fitting the Protective Covers.

During transport do not put heavy 
items on top if the Marquee.


